CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS

Different Styles of Chair Desk/Combo Units
Virco chair desks and combos come in a great selection of shapes and sizes. If you want deluxe,
adjustable units, our ErgoCombo® models have a pneumatically adjustable shell and a bowfront work
surface that moves from front to back for optimum positioning. For classrooms where floor space is at
a premium, Virco offers several 4-leg units with a compact footprint. Selected units have generously
proportioned shells to accommodate today’s physically larger students; others feature extra-large work
surfaces that hold a laptop and a textbook. Dozens of additional Virco 4-leg and sled-based combos
provide even more furniture solutions.

4-Leg Study-Top

Sled-Base Study-Top

ErgoCombo

Chair Desk

Grades: 5 through Adult Learning

Grades: 5 through Adult Learning

Grades: 5 through Adult Learning

Grades: 5 through Adult Learning

Many school administrators
prefer a 4-leg frame configuration for their study-top combo
units. Unlike 4-leg chair desks
with smaller footprints and work
surfaces, 4-leg study-top combos are fitted with larger work
surfaces – two of which provide
extended support for the right
arm – and hold more classroom
materials. They can also be
equipped with bookracks and
backpack hangers.

Some administrators choose
sled-based study-top combos for
classrooms with carpeted floors.
In other schools and districts, a
traditional preference for a sledbased design continues to guide
purchasing decisions. Like their
4-leg study-top counterparts,
Virco sled-based study tops
give you large work surfaces;
bookracks and backpack hangers
are also available.

Breakthrough ErgoCombo models give students comfortable,
adjustable seating with a spacious individual work surface. By
combining an ergonomically contoured ZUMA® or Sage™ shell –
that swivels for easy access – with
a pneumatic height-adjustment
mechanism, the ErgoCombo
offers great support and convenient adjustability. The
ErgoCombo’s generous work
surface easily adjusts from front
to back; it also easily accommodates a textbook and laptop.

When classroom dimensions
present challenges to schools or
districts, Virco chair desks can
help. Their compact size enables
optimum utilization of space in
learning environments.

Available with the
Following Series

Metaphor®
ZUMA®
Sage™
9000
2000
Telos™
ZUMAfrd™
3000

page 15
page 24
page 30
pages 42, 43
page 44
page 51
page 53
pages 56, 57

Available with the
Following Series

ZUMA
Sage
I.Q.®
9000
2000
3000

page 25
page 31
page 39
page 43
page 44
page 56

Available with the
Following Series

ZUMA
Sage

page 25
page 31

Why Choose Backpack Hangers?
Millions of backpacks accompany students to school whenever classes are in session. Without an
effective classroom storage solution, backpacks are often found lying in aisles between desks, leaning
against walls, or awkwardly slung over the backs of chairs.
To resolve these issues, Virco has developed a convenient, effective, steel-wire backpack hanger for
use with our chair desks, combo units and student desks. This factory-installed option lets students
easily hang their backpacks beneath a Virco work surface for quick access to materials and less clutter
in classrooms.
Given the prevalence of backpacks in today’s schools, administrators and educators are encouraged to
evaluate the respective storage benefits of backpack hangers and traditional underseat bookracks for
use with chair desks and combo units.
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Available with the Following Series

Metaphor
ZUMA*
Sage*
Virtuoso
I.Q.
9000
2000
3000

page 15
page 24
page 30
page 33
page 39
page 42
page 44
page 57

* Sage and ZUMA Series choices
also include articulating tablet
arm models.
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Features and Options for Chair Desks and Combination Desks
Nylon Sled-Base Glides

Backpack Floor Tray

Four nylon-base glides are standard
on sled-based combination desks.

An optional backpack floor tray is
available for both the ZUMA® and
SAGE™ ErgoCombo® models.

Steel-Base Glides
Four steel-base swivel glides
are available options on 4-leg
chair (except model ZU410) and
combinations desks.

Choose With or Without
a Wire Bookrack
Virco’s chair desks and combination
desks come with or without a wire
bookrack option. Please reference
the comments on page 8 concerning
backpack hangers.

Nylon-Base Glides
Four nylon-base swivel glides
are standard on 4-leg chairs.

Wire Backpack Hanger
An optional Chrome backpack
hanger is available on all desks
and combinations desks.

Virco Inc.
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Metaphor
Combo Units
®

The combination chair and desk
(combo) is still one of the most economical classroom solutions available. Virco offers Metaphor® 4-leg
combos with all the options you
need to fit your own classroom style
and budget. The Metaphor line now
includes a tablet arm unit that can be
ordered with or without a welded-on
bookrack.
N9CONBRM
4-leg combo unit with large 19 3⁄8” x 25 3⁄8” Fortified
Recycled Wood™ bow front top.

Two Top Sizes

Desk Top Options
Metaphor combo units are available with your choice of
two top sizes. Both sizes can be ordered with a Fortified
Recycled Wood construction (left), or a particleboardcore, high-pressure laminate construction (right).

N918TAF
4-leg tablet arm unit with a fixed
24 7⁄8” x 22 1⁄8” particleboard-core,
high-pressure laminate work surface.

Metaphor Options

Bookrack
Combo units can be ordered with
a welded-on wire bookrack.

Combo Unit Colors
FRAME FINISH

Chrome
CHRM

Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

LAMINATE TOP

Fusion
Maple

Medium
Oak

Grey
Nebula

MPL385

OAK084

GRY091

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

HARD PLASTIC TOP

BLK01

Walnut
WAL078

Fusion
Maple

Medium Grey Nebula Sandstone
GRY91
BRN96
Oak

BRN38

OAK84

SOFT PLASTIC SEAT

Wire Backpack Hanger
A pre-installed Chrome backpack
hanger is an available option on
any combo; not available on
tablet arm models.
ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Purple Iris

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

PUR43

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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ZUMA Combo Units
®

There’s never been a chair desk like the
breakthrough ZUMA® ErgoCombo®. An
adjustable bowfront work surface with a
front-to-back movement range of 12” to
17” allows people of all body types to
comfortably read, write or use laptops in
the ErgoCombo. And for easily getting
into and out of the unit, the ErgoCombo
comes with an adjustable-height swivel
seat.
ZUMA’s SledCombo® features a classic
sled-based frame with the contoured
comfort of the unique ZUMA chair shell.
As with the ErgoCombo – or any ZUMA
seating product – full appreciation only
comes after a test ride.
The ZUMA line includes a 4-leg chair
desk uniting the flexible, ergonomically
supportive ZUMA shell with a curved
work surface. Two compact tablet arm
models are available: one with a fixed
work surface, and one with an articulating work surface.

ZCOMBONBRM
comes with
Graphite glides.

ZCOMBONBRM (shown) and ZCOMBOBRM
This space-saving 4-leg chair desk brings comfort and style to the classroom.

ZCOMBOLHNBRM and ZCOMBOLHBRM
The ZUMA line includes two combo models with entry from the right
side. ZCOMBOLHBRM is offered with a steel-rod bookrack, while model
ZCOMBOLHNBRM comes without a bookrack.

Glides and seats
are color-matched.

ZU418TAFBR
For environments where floor space is at a premium, this ZUMA tablet arm unit has a compact
footprint. Available only with a particleboard-core
high-pressure laminate work surface.

ZU418TABR
If your applications call for a tablet arm unit
with an articulating work surface, this ZUMA
model provides a comfortable, functional
solution. Available only with a plywood-core,
high-pressure laminate work surface.
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See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified
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ErgoCombo units feature an oversize
22 3⁄ 4” x 31 5⁄ 8” desk top providing over 40%
more work surface than a standard 18” x 24” top.

ErgoCombo Units
ZERGOTRAYM (shown) and ZERGOM
By combining an adjustable-height swivel seat
with a work surface that moves from front to back,
the ZUMA® ErgoCombo® delivers a new level of
ergonomic comfort. The unit shown here includes
an optional backpack floor tray.

ZUMA Combo Colors
Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

FRAME FINISH

ErgoCombo units are
not available with a
Chrome frame.
Chrome
CHRM

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

BLK01

SOFT PLASTIC SEAT

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Purple Iris

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

PUR43

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

LAMINATE TOP - ZU418TAFBR, ZU418TABR

Fusion
Maple

Medium
Oak

Grey
Nebula

MPL385

OAK084

GRY091

Walnut
WAL078

HARD PLASTIC TOP - ZCOMBONBRM,

SledCombo and ErgoCombo

SledCombo Models ZSLEDBRM
(shown) and ZSLEDNBRM
For a traditional sled-based combo unit
with an ergonomically supportive shell,
the SledCombo is in a class of its own.
ZSLEDNBRM comes without a bookrack.
ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Fusion
Maple

Medium Grey Nebula Sandstone
GRY91
BRN96
Oak

BRN38

OAK84

ZCOMBONBRM comes with Graphite glides.

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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Sage Series Combo
and Tablet Arm Units
™

Virco’s Sage™ Series gives you a great range
of combo and tablet arm unit choices for
your campus. Four Sage combo units – two
sled-based models and two with a 4-leg configuration – let you select the features that
work best for your learning environments.
You can also order space-saving Sage tablet
arm models with a fixed work surface or an
articulating work surface.
SGCOMBONBRM (shown) and SGCOMBOBRM
An ergonomically curved work surface complements the
comfortably sculpted Sage shell of this 4-leg combo unit.
Model SGCOMBOBRM comes with an underseat steel-rod
bookrack.

SGCOMBOLHNBRM and SGCOMBOLHBRM
Two Sage combo units provide right-side entry. Model
SGCOMBOLHBRM is offered with a steel-rod bookrack, while
model SGCOMBOLHNBRM comes without a bookrack.
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SG418TAFBR

SG418TABR

The Sage tablet arm model with an integral bookrack
has a compact footprint that’s important in rooms
where floor space is an issue. Available only with a
particleboard-core high-pressure laminate work surface.

For classrooms where an articulating tablet arm chair is
preferred, this super-comfortable Sage model makes a
great choice. Available only with a plywood-core, highpressure laminate work surface.

Virco Inc.

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

With a large bowfront work surface that moves from front
to back and an adjustable-height swivel seat, the Sage™
ErgoCombo® gives your students the ultimate in classroom
furniture support. Models are available with a backpack floor
tray and a wire backpack hanger.

CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS

ErgoCombo Units
SGERGOTRAYBHM (shown) and SGERGOM

SledCombo Models
SGSLEDBRM (shown) and SGSLEDNBRM
Combining a traditional sled-based configuration with a wide,
super-supportive shell, the Sage SledCombo® is available with
or without a steel-rod bookrack and a wire backpack hanger.

Sage Colors

Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

FRAME FINISH

Chrome
CHRM

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

BLK01

ErgoCombo units are not available with a Chrome frame.

LAMINATE TOP - SG418TAFBR and SG418TABR

SOFT PLASTIC SEAT

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Purple Iris

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

PUR43

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Fusion
Maple

Medium
Oak

Grey
Nebula

MPL385

OAK084

GRY091

Walnut
WAL078

HARD PLASTIC TOP - SGCOMBONBRM, SledCombo and ErgoCombo

Fusion
Maple

Medium Grey Nebula Sandstone
GRY91
BRN96
Oak

BRN38

OAK84

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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Virtuoso Seating
®

Conceived by world-renowned sculptor and furniture designer
Charles Perry, Virtuoso® seating brings exceptional comfort and
tasteful styling to any educational setting. By gently flexing to
accommodate your position in the chair, Virtuoso’s patented
articulating back provides long-lasting support.
You can order Virtuoso models with a contoured polypropylene seat and back, or a padded, upholstered seat and back.
And in addition to chairs with or without self-skinned urethane
arms, two Virtuoso models are now available with a fixed
tablet arm.

Stack and Store
Use Virco’s HCT2945 chair truck to stack and
store model 2945, 2945A, 2945P and 2945AP
Virtuoso chairs up to 12 high.

i

See page 262 & 265 for information on chair
trucks. Please refer to page 295 for “Guidelines
for Stacking & Moving Furniture.”

Ganging Device
An optional ganging device speeds and secures
alignment of chairs in rows. The ganging device
is available only on models 2945 and 2945P.

Virtuoso Colors
FRAME

Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

SOFT PLASTIC

PACIFICA FABRIC

Chrome

Navy

Graphite

Black

Sapphire

Graphite

Wineberry

CHRM

BLU51

GRY41

BLK01

BLU211

GRY212

RED213

LAMINATE TOP - 2945TA and 2945TAP
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Fusion
Maple

Medium
Oak

Grey
Nebula

MPL385

OAK084

GRY091

Walnut
WAL078

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified
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2945TA

2945A

2945

With a contoured polypropylene seat and back,
this Virtuoso tablet arm model complements a
wide range of learning environments.

Virtuoso chairs with self-skinned urethane
arms provide seating solutions in offices,
libraries and other on-campus settings.

The patented, articulating Virtuoso back
delivers long-lasting comfort. An optional
ganging device is available for this model.

2945TAP

2945AP

2945P

For environments that specify a tablet arm
unit with a padded, upholstered seat and
back, this Virtuoso model is a perfect choice.

Padded, upholstered Virtuoso chairs with
self-skinned urethane arms are ideal for
reception seating and guest seating.

This Virtuoso model combines convenient
stackability and upholstered elegance; an
optional ganging device is available.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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I.Q. Combos and
Tablet Arm Desks
®

When your curriculum calls for student
seating with an individual work surface,
the I.Q.® Series offers stylishly functional solutions. For starters, our model
2645TAF combines a 4-leg frame with our
ergonomically supportive I.Q. shell and
a plywood-core, high-pressure laminate
tablet arm work surface.
As a complement to this I.Q. tablet arm
model, Virco offers a popular sled-based
combo unit. With its 171⁄2” seat height,
our 267017BR chair desk facilitates an
array of educational seating applications.
This model is also standard with a
plywood-core, high-pressure laminate
work surface.

Glides are standard on
all sled-based models.

267017BR
For functional, stylish furniture that combines an individual
work surface and a flexible seat with contoured lumbar
support, the I.Q. sled-based chair desk is unsurpassed.
Model 267017BR is shown with Chrome frame, Purple Iris
seat and Fusion Maple laminate. Comes standard with
plastic glides.

I.Q. Combo and Tablet
Arm Desk Colors
FRAME

Available in all Standard and
Designer soft plastic colors.
Chrome frame only.

LAMINATE TOP

2645TAF
Chrome
CHRM

Fusion
Maple

Medium
Oak

Grey
Nebula

MPL385

OAK084

GRY091

Walnut
WAL078

Laminate tops have a clear lacquer
edge treatment.
SOFT PLASTIC SEAT AND GLIDES

I.Q. Combo and Tablet Arm Desk Features
Plastic glides are
standard on model
267017BR.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Models 2645TAF and
267017BR feature a plywood-core work surface
with a high-pressure
laminate finish and a clear
lacquer edge treatment.

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Purple Iris

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

PUR43

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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Classic Series
Chair Desks

™

Every 9000 Series Virco chair desk
gets its strength from a stout 11⁄8” tubular steel frame. Versatility comes in
your choice of two space-saving tablet
arm models, or study top combos with
larger work surfaces. Model 9700BR,
9400BR and 9400LABR units have a
tied-in arm welded to our tubular steel
back support for added strength, while
model 9640BR study top combos feature a sled-based design.
Each model is equipped with a durable
high-pressure laminate work surface.
An underseat steel-rod bookrack is
standard on all models.

9400BR (shown) and 9400NBR
Virco’s model 9400BR gives you a hardworking study top combo with a large
work surface. Model 9400NBR comes
without a bookrack.

9700BR
When basic economics are a classroom
issue, these tablet-arm chair desks come
through with cost-saving solutions.

42
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See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified
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9640BR
Virco’s 9640BR gives you a sled-based
design with double-entry seating.

9640 Series Chair Desk Features

Glides are
standard on all
sled-based models.

Plastic glides come standard on
model 9640BR.

9000 Series
Chair Desk Colors
Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

FRAME FINISH

9640BR is standard with a
Chrome frame only.
Chrome
CHRM

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

BLK01

LAMINATE TOP

Fusion
Maple

Medium
Oak

Grey
Nebula

MPL385

OAK084

GRY091

Walnut
WAL078

Fusion Maple, Medium Oak and Walnut come
with a clear lacquer edge treatment. Grey Nebula
comes with a black lacquer edge treatment.
SOFT PLASTIC SEAT

9400LABR (shown) and 9400LANBR
With a large work surface and full-length
support for the right arm, 9400LABR study
top combos provide superior classroom
service. Model 9400LANBR comes without
a bookrack.
ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Cucumber

Apple

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

Purple Iris

GRN34

GRN12

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

PUR43

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.
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2000 Series Chairs
Virco’s stackable 2000 Series chairs combine the strength of heavy-gauge tubular
steel legs with a smooth polypropylene
shell and a comfortably contoured waterfall seat front. They’re available in
12”, 14”, 16” and 18” seat heights for
use in all grade levels; an additional
18” model comes with a padded,
upholstered seat and back. And if
you prefer sled-based chairs, we’ve
got models with four seat heights.
Like Virco’s other classroom furniture lines, the 2000 Series includes
a selection of chair desks. Our popular
model 2700BR features a space-efficient
footprint and tablet arm configuration,
while the model 2400BR gives you a
generous 18” x 24” work surface. If your
applications require sled-based seating,
our model 2440BR delivers excellent
service.
We also offer a 2000 Series mobile task
chair with a rugged 5-point base and an
easy-to-operate pneumatic height adjustment mechanism.

2400BR (shown) and 2400NBR
For a chair desk that features a spacious
18” x 24” high-pressure laminate work surface
with a welded-on steel-rod bookrack, look no
further than Virco’s model 2400BR. Model
2400NBR comes without a bookrack.

Plastic glides come
standard on model
2440BR.

44

2440BR

2700BR

Model 2440BR sled-based combos
give you the convenience of doubleentry seating along with a steel-rod
underseat bookrack.

With its compact tablet arm
configuration, Virco’s model
2700BR helps you devise
effective space-saving classroom layouts.

Virco Inc.

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified
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Telos Combo Units
™

For economical classroom furniture
solutions, it’s hard to beat the
combination chair and desk
(combo unit). Telos™ combo
units can be outfitted with popular options including a bookrack, a
backpack hanger and your choice of
two work surface sizes.

N3CONBR
4-leg combo unit with large 19 3/8”
x 25 3/8” Fortified Recycled Wood™
bow front top.

Telos Options
Telos Combo Colors

Book Rack
Combo units can be ordered with
a welded-on steel-rod bookrack.

Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

FRAME FINISH

Wire Backpack Hanger
A pre-installed Chrome backpack hanger is an available
option on any combo.

Desk Top Options
Telos combo units are available with
your choice of two Fortified Recycled
Wood top sizes.

Chrome
CHRM

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

BLK01

FRW HARD PLASTIC TOP

Fusion
Maple

Medium Grey Nebula Sandstone
GRY91
BRN96
Oak

BRN38

OAK84

FRW HARD PLASTIC SEAT AND BACK COLORS

Two Top Sizes
Pine

Indigo

Lagoon

Merlot

Strawberry

Raven

GRN85

BLU61

BLU50

RED60

RED80

BLK21

Seats and backs are also
available in Martest 21 hard
plastic colors.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Squash

Sandstone

Chocolate

YLW47

BRN96

BRN14

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Virco Inc.
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By combining proprietary chemistry
with innovative mold design and process control, ZUMAfrd™ models – which
feature seats, backs and work surfaces
made from Virco’s exclusive Fortified
Recycled Wood™ hard plastic – transcend these limitations to yield a new
generation of compression molded furniture with the following attributes:
ZUMAfrd contains up to 70% recycled material, depending on the model
and specifications.
ZUMAfrd is 98% fabricated, recycled,
and assembled in our own U.S. factories, both of which meet the highest
standards of environmental compliance
and social equity.
ZUMAfrd is also 98% recyclable at
the end of its long service life – only the
glides cannot be easily recycled.
Once processed, components of
Fortified Recycled Wood are virtually
inert, allowing them to meet the most
stringent standards for flame resistance
and low emissions. They’ve also enabled
all ZUMAfrd models to earn the
GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality
Certified Mark® as products that meet
the stringent indoor air quality standard
established by the GREENGUARD
Environmental Institute for children and
schools.
Seats and backs are available in the
exciting colors shown at right.
Work surfaces are available in over
300 custom patterns for projects with
sufficient lead times.

ZFRDCOMBONBR
With stout, sustainable Fortified
Recycled Wood components, the
ZUMAfrd combo desk is ideal for
high-intensity classrooms.

ZUMAfrd Colors
FRAME FINISH

Chrome
CHRM

Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

HARD PLASTIC TOP

Fusion
Maple

Medium Grey Nebula Sandstone
GRY91
BRN96
Oak

BRN38

OAK84

Silver Mist Char Black
GRY02

BLK01

FRW HARD PLASTIC SEAT AND BACK COLORS

Pine

Indigo

Lagoon

Merlot

Strawberry

Raven

Squash

Sandstone

Chocolate

GRN85

BLU61

BLU50

RED60

RED80

BLK21

YLW47

BRN96

BRN14

Seats and backs are also available in Martest 21 hard plastic colors.
Glide sleeves are Graphite.
ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.
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Martest 21
Chair Desks
®

Virco’s hard plastic chair desks give you
the added strength and long-lasting color
of Martest 21® seats, backs and work
surfaces. They’re available in an assortment of models featuring a 11⁄8” tubular
steel frame and a welded-on, steel-rod
bookrack.
Our model 3700BR features a convenient,
space-saving tablet arm, while model
3400BR offers a larger 18” x 24” work
surface. Model 3400LABR extends the
work surface to provide full-length arm
support. Each of these units features a
tied-in arm welded to our tubular steel
back support for added strength.
When you need sled-based seating, our
model 3640BR study top combo lets students enter their seats from either side of
the unit.

3400BR (shown) and 3400NBR
An 18” x 24” work surface makes model
3400BR study top combos best sellers in
upper grades. Model 3400NBR comes
without a bookrack.

3640BR
Convenient double-entry seating and a sledbased design let you use 3640BR study top
combos in a variety of classroom configurations.

3640BR Series Chair Desk Feature
Plastic glides come standard on
model 3640BR.

Glides are
standard on all sledbased models.
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See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.
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GREENGUARD® Certified
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3400LABR (shown) and 3400LANBR
The model 3400LABR gives you a study top
combo with a generous work surface and
full-length support for the right arm. Model
3400LANBR comes without a bookrack.

3000 Series Chair Desk Colors
Available in all related Standard
and Designer colors.

FRAME

All combo units
are standard with a
Chrome frame only.
Chrome
CHRM

MARTEST 21 HARD PLASTIC SEAT
AND BACK COLORS

Forest Green

Navy

Blueberry

GRN75

BLU51

BLU40

Wine

Red

Black

RED50

RED70

BLK01

Seats and backs are also available in FRW hard plastic colors.
HARD PLASTIC WORK SURFACE

3700BR
Virco’s most popular hard plastic
chair desk helps you maximize
classroom space.

ALL products on this page are

GREENGUARD® Certified

Fusion
Maple
BRN38

Sandstone
BRN96

See the accompanying price list for Quick Ship models and color selections.

Grey
Nebula
GRY91
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